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Submission by the Swedish Film Institute to the
European Commission Consultation on the
Television Without Frontiers Directive

The Swedish Film Institute (SFI) is Sweden’s national film agency. Its aims
include the promotion, support and development of film, the allocation of
grants for the production, distribution and promotion of Swedish films and
cinema within the country, as well as internationally.  The Swedish Film
Institute is also extensively involved in the preservation and promotion of
the film heritage.

Introduction
The Swedish Film Institute welcomes the consultation by the European
Commission on the Television Without Frontiers directive. As the sole
EU legal instrument affecting the film sector directly – apart from
copyright regulations – the Directive is of prime importance to the
industry. Regulatory measures are needed to remedy market failures in
a global film market dominated by Hollywood studios. For small film
markets with “small languages” such as Sweden, such measures are
particularly vital.

Broadcasters have become a major partner to the cinema industry.
Today the film sector is increasingly dependant on television for
revenues at both production and distribution levels. At the same time it
has become more and more difficult for European film producers to sell
TV rights, not least for non-commercial films. It is important that a
revised Directive reflects the increased interdependence between film
and television. Aiming at the promotion of European works, cultural
diversity and the competitiveness of the European programme industry,
the Directive can concretely contribute to the development of the
European film market.

In our view, certain parts of the Directive need clarification. In this
submission to the review of the Directive we will highlight two crucial
points. The first concerns the requirements on advertising, the second
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the role and obligations of “general interest” broadcasters with regard
to film.

Concerning the role of “general interest” broadcasters we refer to the
common submission sent by the National Film Agencies in the
European Union.

We experience today that EC antitrust authorities are questioning
public support to the cinema sector. The recent joint declaration from
the European Film Agencies, claiming for continuity and clearness of
rules for film support after the European Commission’s review of state
aid for cinema is ending in 2004, is an important step in securing a
strategic defence of European cinema in a troubled period.

Requirements on advertising
Article 11 provides that advertising and teleshopping spots shall be
inserted between programmes but may also be inserted during
programmes “in such a way that the integrity and value of the
programme … and the rights of the rights holders are not prejudiced.”

This wording is important in order to guarantee respect not only for the
authors and the integrity of their work but also for the viewers and the film
experience.

Paragraph 3 states that the transmission of audiovisual works such as
feature films and films made for television, provided their scheduled
duration is more than 45 minutes, may be interrupted once for each
period of 45 minutes. A further interruption shall be allowed if their
scheduled duration is at least 20 minutes longer than two or more
complete periods of 45 minutes.

These provisions should be maintained; more frequent interruptions would
seriously damage the integrity of films and the experience of the audience.

Commercial breaks in feature films cause strong protests among
Swedish film makers. There is a general understanding that the
Directive should be tightened up to strengthen the protection of the
rights of authors and performing artists. A number of our foremost
directors, among them Ingmar Bergman and Vilgot Sjöman, are deeply
engaged in this matter.
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The Swedish Film Institute shares this view. Generally, we believe that
the integrity of artistic works should be protected from external
interventions. Such interventions are neither in the interest of creators
nor of broadcasters and definitely not of the TV- audience. The Swedish
Film Institute takes the view that, as a minimum, the provisions
expressed by article 11 should remain unchanged.

Stockholm, 14 July, 2003.

Åse Kleveland CEO
Swedish Film Institute


